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1. Introduction 

How do sign languages change? Is there a pattern of regularity? A preference towards ease 

of articulation? In what increments might it occur? Does it resemble historical shift in spoken 

language? At what level of similarity can one deem two sign languages related? Lacking any 

satisfYing answers to these questions, I designed an experiment that would begin to shed light 

on sign language comparison at the smallest phonetic unit, the feature. I examined two 

allegedly related sign languages in need of research, Estonian and Latvian. I compared 100 

items from their core lexicons with particular focus on proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint 

flexion in hand configuration, or aperture. Featured in this thesis are my most promising 

results; near-minimal pairs where a re-evaluation of handshape similarity directly impacted 

assessments of the possible relatedness of the two signs. Tbis level of specificity in comparison, 

missing in the field as of yet, is imperative going forward. As such linguists can arrive at a more 

nuanced analysis of variation between compared languages, as well as deepen understanding in 

the field of the mechanics of sign variation and phonetics. 
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I. This Study in the Context of Sign Phonetics 

In modern studies of sign languages, linguists have decoded a phonology that seems to 

be so far consistent for understanding the machinations of a sign. Specifically, the sign is split 

into various features, or parameters, required for it to be lexically complete. Though there is 

still debate as to which parameters should make the list, I will be referring to traditional 

hypothesis of four parameters, which are handshape, location, movement, and orientation 

(Battison 1977). Orientation is simply the direction in which the palm is faced, often 

determined by the position of the vvristin the dominant hand. Movement has two dimensions: 

primary movement of the shoulder and,! or elbow joints, and secondary movement of the 

radioulnar joint, vvristjoint, base knuckles, or interphalangeal knuckles (Napoli, Sanders, & 

Wright 2014). Location refers to the place, either on the body or in the signing space where 

the sign is articulated. 

The last parameter, handshape, or the configuration of the hand(s) in a sign, is the 

focus of this thesis. Like movement, it is a rather complex parameter, to which multiple 

phonetic features con tribute. TIle fingers used to Cl'eate the most yisually salient p art of a hand 

configuration are referred to as the selected fingers (SF) , such as in ASL handshapes "D" ~ 

and "F" ~, in which "D " ~ selects the index finger to extend and "F" ~ selects the ring, 

middle, and pinky fingers. The space b etween fingers is known as breadth, such as in 

handshapes "U" ~ and "V" ~ where "U" ~ is -breadth and "V" ~ is +breadth. The flexing of 

the m etacarpophalangeal joint (MCP) is bend, as in handshapes " 1" ~ and "G" ~, where 
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"1" is - bend a.nd "G" is +bend (disregarding a cha.nge in Olientation) . The flexing of the 

proximal intell)halangealjoint (PIP) is apernlre, as in handshapes "1" ~ and "X" ~, and the 

stacking or crossing of selected fingers, as in handshapes "U" ~ and "R" ~ (Brentari 1998) , as 

,,·ell as the inclusion, support, or opposition of the thwllb such as in ASL handshapes j, .. I" ~ 

(Ann 2006) make up all the feannes of handshape. 

I have chosen to examine aperture because of the high amount of energy required to 

produce handshapes with d,is articulatory feature relative to other features (Ann 2006) . As 

such, I would expect to see larger amounts of variation in aperture than in hand configuration 

phonemes that require less articulatory effort Though while Ann states that the curved 

handshape is most difficult in terms of muscle opposition. she also claims that the closed 

handshape is the easiest to articulate, which also involves some level of PIP flexing, or 

aperture. With that juxtaposition it would be interesting to see if there are handshapes where a 

cia,,' shape tfP might have reduced to a closed hand tl3, maintaining selected fingers, and both 

displaying bend and aperture; essentially only differing in degree thereof and in thumb 

opposition. This scenario may too be a comment on aperture, as the reduction of effort in 

flexing the proximal joint by introduction of the thumb as a support could tak.e place to save 

energy. 

II. This Study in the Context of Comparative and Historical Sign Linguistics 

Comparative and Historical Linguistics is one of the oldest areas of linguistics. The 

possible reconstruction of Proto-In do-European has been in progress since the 18605, while 

other fields of linguistics as we know them really came into their own during the twentieth 
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century. Supposing that the relationship of meaning to articulation in spoken language is 

arbitrary, similarities in articulation between such languages could result from one of three 

avenues: accident, contact, or genetic relationship. With overwhelming accidental similarities 

being statistically unlikely, and contact relationships being mostly possible to predict, providing 

that contact tokens would reflect the lexical field of the contact situation, like agriculture or 

trade terms, the principle behind Historical and Comparative linguistics as a field is the ability 

to identify possible genetic relationships across two or more languages, then attempt to identifY 

how their lexicons and grannnars might have diverged over time from a mother language. 

What defines the modem study of historical linguistics in terms of phonology is the regularity 

hypothesis, which dictates that there are regular and ubiquitous sound changes that would have 

happened across a language, and from there one can retrace the possible ancestors or family 

members of these languages. Often historical linguistics is largely aided by attested written 

forms of older languages that can guide hypotheses on phonemic shifts. 

Sign language linguistics, however, is much newer than the rest of the field, in part 

because sign was not regarded by linguists as actual language until the mid-to-late 20m century 

(Harrington 2005). Therefore fmding much authentic record of older forms of sign languages 

proves difficult (Supalla 2004), and a lack of an accepted written transcription hindered 

significant documentation before the invention of film. As such, there is still much work to be 

done in documenting many of the world's sign languages. 

Therefore much of the work done so far in comparative sign linguistics has been 

inventing methodology to extend the field, laying groundwork for more detailed study. Not 

much has been said about the application of the regularity hypothesis to sign language, despite 

it being the key to unlocking historical reconstruction and familial relations in spoken language 
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historical linguistics. The most relevant writing to date on that topic is one piece by Margaret 

Moser (1990) that claims that there is no reason to believe that the regularity hypothesis should 

hold any weight in sign languages (or specifically in ASL), and in fact there is reason to believe 

that regular diachronic change does not or cannot occur. Were this claim truthful, it would 

separate sign languages from spoken languages entirely simply by the way in which they evolve. 

Such a distinction would be perplexing to say the least, given all the evidence from 

psycholinguistics, neurolinguistics, and theoretical linguistics that identifY sign languages as 

bona fide languages. Moser's reasoning, though, truly seems to boil down to the fact that we 

simply do not yet know enough about sign phonetics to establish the regular and pervasive 

sound changes apparent in spoken language. 

Given that lack of general knowledge on sign phonetics, many studies in the field, like 

Parkhurst & Parkhurst (2003), McKee & Kennedy (2000), and Aldersson & McEntee-Atalianis 

(2008), have simply taken a list of core vocabulary in languages they wish to compare, assessed 

each pair of signs with the same definition similar if they share two to three of the four 

parameters, and thus potential cognates. Therein the judgement of whether two signs share a 

phonological parameter implies that the two signs are identical in that aspect, with no room for 

variation. Specifically in the parameter of handshape, studies on individual sign languages, like 

Liddell & Johnson's review of ASL (1995) and Quinn's examination ofBSL (2010), indicate 

many phonetic variants of hand configurations while still presenting them as related to the 

citation form. Therefore it seems senseless that studies of dialectical variation can recognize 

certain handshapes as more similar than others and yet cross-linguistic comparison seems to 

overlook this principle. 
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My prerogative, in light of this glaring gap in the literature on comparative sign research, 

is to conduct a study that isolates one particular phonological feature of one parameter, and 

observes variation in that particular feature across two purportedly related languages. As 

previously stated, I have selected proximal aperture, due to its connection to ease of 

articulation. According to Ann (2006), a curved hand configuration is the most 

biomechanically difficult, which may link proximal flexing of selected fingers in a sign to 

difficulty of articulation. With the hypothesis that complex or effortful phonemes can be prone 

to simplify, it may be more likely that there would be more variation in this feature than in 

other, more easily articulated ones. 

I am comparing Estonian and Latvian sign languages seeing as literature on these 

languages is sparse, and from what I can tell they have not been individually compared at all. 

They are included in possible families with Austrian and Russian sign languages, from Old 

French Sign Language (Whittrnan 1991; Bickford 2005), but that besides there is not any 

historical data on them. Tbis study not only lays the framework for their comparison, filling in 

information about the history of Eastern European sign languages, but also provides a more 

detailed approach with which to compare sign languages in general. 

2. Comparative Methodology 

1. Wordlist 

In comparative spoken language linguistics the word list of core vocabulary is the 

Swadesh list, created and refmed by Morris Swadesh in the mid-twentieth century (Swadesh 

1952), with the fmallist dating to 1971 (Campbell 2013). This list has been useful in gathering 

lexical items in a language that are unlikely to have been borrowed from other languages, and 
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thus gives a small but significant fIrst survey of a given unknown language. It is a very useful 

tool for fIeldwork on previously undocumented languages, it facilitates distinction between 

languages or dialects, and it can lend itself as a base for comparison between related languages. 

However, as noted by James Woodward in 2000, the Swadesh list is unfIt for sign languages 

due to its high incidences of meanings that are most probably rendered via iconic signs, which 

are more likely to be similar across sign languages than across spoken ones. It is for that reason 

that the preliminary word list for this comparison is the 1 OO-item Woodward list. Though this 

list cuts the sample size in half, it mitigates the issue of iconicity skewing results. 

II. Data Source 

The lexical entries will be sourced from the online video dictionary spreadthesign.org, 

which I believe will adequately meet the needs of this study. Working with an online 

dictionary, as opposed to eliciting data from native signers, has its limitations, such as a lack of 

variety in signers, vantage points, and dialects, and an inability to pose questions to the signers. 

However, dictionary entries can prove useful in that they're consistent, and one is able to start, 

stop, observe, and re-watch one sign as many times as one may please without any worry about 

boring the signer or any discrepancies in each repetition. Additionally, this online source 

allows access to languages that I would not otherwise have been analyze, enabling this study. 

As such, I will have lists of Woodward's 100 words in Estonian in their citation forms to 

compare to Latvian signs with identical defInitions. 

III. Experimental Design 

With handshapes already annotated for the full Woodward list both in Estonian and 

Latvian Sign Languages thanks to collaboration on a separate research project (see 

Acknowledgements), I examined each sign on the list and annotated the phonological features 
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of each handshape. For the purposes of my comparison, I have been observing the following 

features: bend, aperture (apt), breadth, selected fmgers, stack, and cross. I am purposefully 

excluding thumb placement, as it would often appear in intermediary positions, such as in 

WARM and WATER, might be shifted in order to support closed fingers, might enact its 

tendency to spread (Ann 2006), or as I suspect with NARROW, could easily shift for ease of 

articulation. As such I find it beyond my scope to include, though certainly an avenue for 

further analysis. This exclusion assimilates 4 and 5, as well as E and B handshapes (and others 

that prove irrelevant) as per Fig. 1.1. 

Having synthesized all of the above, I ascertained which features were shared between 

each set of possible cognate handshapes. In the event that there were only two distinguishing 

features, and one of them was aperture, I marked it for further research. In the event that the 

two handshapes would be the same except only for aperture, of course it was of particular 

interest. In the event that two handshapes only differed on one feature that was not aperture, 

for example selected fmgers, it was marked for possible discussion in future studies. 

N. Handshape Categorization 

I intend to remain consistent with the handshape classifications from a related project that 

inspired and enabled this one (ef. Acknowledgements section), with shorthand titles for hand 

configurations reminiscent of the French Sign Language (fa Jangue des signes ffam;:aise, or LSF) 

family. Though not perfectly comprehensive, it is a useful system for reference, upon which I 

can elaborate when necessary. 
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~ ~ '_b 1_nb 3 3_b 4 4_nb 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f( 
~ 

5 5_b 5_nb 6 7_enb A B 

~ JW ~ ® ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
B_b B_nb E 

E_b 
E_nb E_bnb F 

~ \( ~ -z:::::: ~ fi ~ ~y 
H H_nb '_b I_nb J K 

~ ~ ~ rr ~ w ~ 
L_b L_nb L_eb L_ebnb 

L 

~ 
L_bnb 

~ ~ 
L_enb 

~ ~ 
~~ 

rAA 
~ \1 ~ ~ e- 0 

M M_eb M_enb Q R S S_b 

® ~ ~ ~ ~ f( 17 
S_nb U U_b U_nb U_bnb V V_nb 

~ ~ ~\ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
W W_b W_nb X Y_b 

Y 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~ 
Hgure 1.1: Handshapes and their shorthand names as they WID be refeITed to in this thesis. 

3. The Data 

Out of 100 lexical items examined, six stuck out as pertinent to the experiment. Initially 

this appears to be statistically unimpressive, though one can argue that statistical approaches to 

linguistics are easily critiqued (Crowley & Bowern 2010), and from review of just one feature of 

one parameter, any positive results can be promising. One could easily imagine repetitions of 

this study with other features yielding a growing number of insights into the phonetic 
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relatedness of these two languages, and one main purpose of this thesis is to give credence to 

this methodological approach, certainly all examples are of informative. 

I will discuss below each item individually, and then discuss possible patterns and areas for 

future research. The initial discussion is mainly descriptive in nature, positing the effect of the 

inclusion or exclusion of apt and possibly better depicting the sign. Unfortunately no single 

comparison yielded a perfect match in every feature except for ±apt, so in the interest of this 

paper's readability, the data are listed in order of most satisfYing to that which raises the most 

questions. Granted, finding minimal pairs in a lexicon, even in core vocabulary, is a tall order 

cr ohnston et al. 2007). 

I. WARM 

Estonian SL Latvian SL 

He 5_nb E 

Features +BREADTH -STACK -BREADTH -STACK 

+AIT -CROSS -AIT -CROSS 

-BEND 4SF -BEND 4SF 

Location Mouth Mouth 

Movement unclear, posit back, straight Right, straight 

Orientation back back 
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Estonian Latvian 

Hand configuration 5 _nb, present in the Estonian token, is +breadth, +apt, -bend,-

stack, -cross, and 4 SF. Comparatively, the E handshape in Latvian SL is -breadth, -apt, -bend, 

-stack, -cross, and 4 SF. That is to say that out of the six features per handshape, these two 

share four, with regard to the previously stated hypothesis that ±AIT is a feature that reqnires 

significant energy and therefore is not unlikely to vary, the handshapes have an even stronger 

possibility of sharing a common ancestor. Obviously this is much more promising than simply 

stating that the handshapes are different and discounting the pararueter entirely. Rather if the 

handshapes between these two languages were regarded as possibly related, that would raise 

the number of shared pararueters from two to three, leaving Movement the oulyone that is 

distinct from Estonian to Latvian SLs, which is a large jump in classifYing the similarity of two 

signs in the current framework. 

II. WATER 

E nb 
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Features +BREADTH -STACK -BREADTH -STACK 

-APT -CROSS +APT -CROSS 

-BEND 4 SF -BEND 4 SF 

Location Chin Chin 

Movement ± BEND (rep) Back repeated from wrist 

Orientation Left Left 

Estonian Latvian 

: -... 
II -y - . , 

*It is of note that the difference in hand used between the Estonian and the Latvian 

sign is not a distinctive feature. This particular Estonian signer is left-handed, and is therefore 

using their dominant hand to make one-handed signs, as is natural across sign langnages. 

WATER as an item for comparison functions very similarly to WARM. First of all the 

location and orientation parameters are identical, making the handshape analysis of particular 

interest as it could make the difference between historical criteria to deem two signs similar or 

possibly related, that is sharing two of four parameters, and those to deem it probably related, 
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that is sharing three of four parameters. As far as the handshapes themselves are concerned, 

once again they differ only in breadth and aperture. However, in this scenario, the Estonian 

Sign Language item is +breadth and -apt, where the Latvian sign is -breadth and +apt. Given 

the opposition of this data and the features for warm, I would not be convinced to look into a 

possible loss of aperture from one language to another. However, regularity aside, their high 

number of shared features certainly bolsters the possibility of their relatedness. 

A possible monkey wrench in this analysis is the fact that the only perceptible 

movement depicted in the Estonian token is a quick and repeated MCP flexing in the index, 

middle, and possibly into the ring finger, which of course includes bend into the sign, where 

had it been a static handshape, it might not have been present. Secondary movement could be 

a feature of the Hand, as it involves only the joints of the hand, which would be included with 

handshape in the rubric of the Hand, which could involve more than one set parameter. It is 

therefore worth mentioning in studying aperture, but verges on extending beyond my scope 

since no sign language scholar yet has offered an analysis of the handshape parameter that 

subsumes secondary movement. 

III. WITH 

EstonianSL Latvian SL 

HG 5_nb 5 

Features, +BREADTH -STACK +BREADTH -STACK 
+AIT -CROSS -AIT -CROSS 
-BEND 4SF -BEND 4SF 

HC, ------ S 
Features, ------ -BREADTH -STACK 

+AIT -CROSS 
+BEND 4SF 

Location H,palm Lateral plane 

Movement Right arc Right arc 
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Orientation I Right 
I HG->HG 

Right 

Estonian Latvian 

\VITH poses more complicated issues than W AR11 and WATER, seeing as it seems 

to articulate two handshapes as well as both a primary and a secondary movement. The 

relationship between Estonian He and the Latvian He is identical in every aspect except from 

aperture. However, the secondary movement in the Latvian sign is a handshape change from 5 

to S, which entails a change in aperture, breadth, and bend. It would be difficult to say what 

effect the secondary movement would have on comparative studies, but it seems worth 

mentioning the articulation of the initial 5 handshape as it compares to the Estonian 

equivalent, especially in light of other shared parameters. 

IV. NARROW 
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Features -BREADTH -STACK -BREADTH -STACK 

+APT -CROSS -APT -CROSS 

+BEND 4SF -BEND 4SF 

Location H, ftnger backs Lateral plane 

Movement Left straight (repeated) Left straight 

Orientation Back Left 

Estonian Latvian 

I am tempted to attribute the similarity between these two signs to iconicity, the concept 

of narrowness being easy to depict with a two-handed leftward movement nearing the lateral 

plane, as though narrowing a gap. However, the distinction between the Estonian S and the 

Latvian B is simply one of bend and aperture, once again leading us to propose that the shapes 

could be variants. Moreover, iconic signs that display solely a difference of aperture, which 

call1lot be explained by its iconicity, would be of particular interest rather than a hindrance. 

Should the two signs share a source, likely it would be iconic as is the Latvian sign. In this case, 
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changes in Estonian, in fact go against maintaining iconicity. Since the alignment of meaning 

and form in sign languages is so strong, this means that Estonian is offering very welcome 

evidence of a purely phonological change. 

The place of articulation for both signs is also in the same point in space, directly in 

front of the signer along the lateral plane, but in the Estonian sign, the two hands touch, 

whereas in the Latvian sign they merely approach each other. Further consideration of the 

features that make up each of these parameters might offer more insight as to whether these 

signs seems similar only for iconic purposes, or whether their distinctions fall within what might 

be normal variance between the two languages. It is far too early now to posit anything along 

those lines, but NARROW is an item to keep in mind in future comparative studies. 

V. BROTHER 

EstonianSL Latvian SL 

HG B S 

Features -BREADTH -STACK -BREADTH -STACK 

-AIT -CROSS +AIT -CROSS 

-BEND 4SF +BEND 4SF 

He, 1 1 

Features -BREADTH -STACK -BREADTH -STACK 

-AIT -CROSS -AIT -CROSS 

-BEND 1 SF -BEND 1 SF 

Location L: Forehead L: Forehead 

L: H,ulnar index L: H, ulnar index 

Movement Down arc left M,: Down straight 

M,: Left (repeated) 
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Orientation HG: Front HG: Front 

HG:Down HG: Down 

Estonian Latvian 

Sibling terms in many sign langnages in the Old French Sign Langnage family seem to 

have complicated, possibly compound elements, often involving more than one handshape, as 

well as more than one place of articulation. Markedly, the Estonian and Latvian signs are 

almost identical with the exception of the fIrst handshape, which differs in bend and aperture. 

Such consistency among other features, as well as visible relationships with other Old French 

family signs provides strong evidence for a historical relationship, which gives credence as well 

to S and B handshapes being similar, possibly with some genetic links in these two langnages. 

Initially I feared there might be initialization interfering with the handshape change, 

given the Latvian word is bralis, and the B hand shape is the same, but a tangential inspection 

into kinship terms in both langnages alleviated that concern. The B handshape surfaces in 
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terms like MOTHER and SISTER in Estonian Sign Language, as well as MOTHER in 

Latvian Sign Language, and the S handshape seems largely absent in that semantic field in both 

languages outside of this Latvian BROTHER sign. This would seem to point away from a 

relation in this sign, as there seems to be little predictability as to when the B or S sign would or 

would not surface. Interestingly, the Latvian sign for SISTER uses neither, rather it uses only 

the 1 handshape, and is only articulated on the ulnar side of the non-dominant index fmger. As 

such it greatly resembles the second piece of the sign for BROTHER in every parameter 

except for a repeated back and forth movement, as opposed to the left and right movement 

noted in the BROTHER sign. In this case, it would be invaluable to have access to an older 

form of the Latvian SISTER sign to see if there was an initial articulation on the face, and what 

the handshape used would have been. There is certainly very much to be inspected on kinship 

terms between these two languages, where both B and S handshapes arise seemingly 

irrespective to gender and inconsistently, which I am tempted to inspect but, in order to stay 

within my scope, I will leave to morphologists. 

VI. COUNT 

EstonianSL Latvian SL 

HC HG:l 1 

HC,: 2 

HG:6 

HG:4 

Location Horizontal plane H2 HC1,2,3,4 • 

Movement Handshape change Left, orientation change 
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IOrio_on I Bock 

Down 

"Where He is 5, HC, is undefmed (~ 6 without thumb support), He is 3, and HC. is L. 

Estonian Latvian 

The Estonian sign is one handed and articulates four distinct handshapes, which make 

up its movement parameter. These handshapes are, as listed, 1, 2, 6, and 4, in order, which 

evidently is an iconic counting 1 to 4 (with the 3 being classified as a '6' handshape, as in many 

sign languages). It seems that the change being made phonetically is a simple increase in 

selected fingers, where each new SF goes from +bend, +apt, and -breadth, to -bend, -apt, and 

+breadth, while evidently maintaining -cross and -stack. However, the Latvian sign manages to 

maintain the same 1 handshape on the dominant hand, while decreasing the SF of the non-

dominant hand one-by-one from 4 to 1. The dominant hand moves from the pinky to the 

middle fmger on the non-dominant hand, pressing each fmger down so that they go from -
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bend, -apt, and +breadth to +bend, +apt, and -breadth (note that this is the opposite of the 

handshape change in the Estonian sign). 

The change in breadth seems reminiscent oUean Ann's Tendency to Spread [TS] 

criterion for frequency and ease of articulation, meaning it might be secondary to the changes 

in bend and aperture as "the TS criterion reflects the natural tendency for fingers to spread 

when they are extended" (Ann 2006). As such, it is tempting to analyze these as changes in 

bend and aperture in selected fmgers, with a naturally following change in breadth, making the 

transition more relevant to this study. Furthermore, it is impossible to ignore the change from a 

two-handed sign to a one-handed sign. This is a cornmon phenomenon, as observed in Weak 

Drop, where the nondominant hand is abandoned (Padden and Perlmutter 1987), and 

demonstrates the effects of the drive for ease of articulation (Napoli et al. 2014). In this case, 

however, the dominant hand is the one to drop, leaving all of the articulation on the 

nondominant hand, which counters sign phonological rules. Thus after the drop, the 

articulation shifts to the dominant hand. In comparing handshape then of the nondominant 

hand in the Latvian sign to that of the dominant hand in the Estonian sign, then, it comes to 

light the same movements are occurring, though the direction is reversed (where Estonian is 1 

to 4 and Latvian is 4 to 1). Perhaps the support of the index finger in the Latvian sign makes 

decreasing order easier than without. It would be interesting to observe any changes in the 

Latvian sign in the future. 

4. Patterns and Discussion 

1. Selected Fingers 
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In each sign that proved especially relevant to my inspection of shifts in aperture, all 

fmgers were selected in both languages. This is a bit curious, and aside from giving more 

credence to the possible relatedness of the handshapes, may be indicative of the significance of 

selected fingers to a handshape. A comparison of Estonian and Latvian Woodward lists in 

respect to selected fmgers provides results worthy of inspection (cf. OLD, RAIN), but after 

quick assessment it seems that very few signs that look like they're phonetically related differ in 

selected fingers. It is also the case that the signs that I describe in this thesis all select all four 

fmgers (thumb excluded). There may be something visually salient about the selection of the 

whole hand that would be less likely to shift, or perhaps having all four fmgers performing the 

same action increases ease of articulation to such an extent that changing that configuration 

would exert excess energy. 

Though there is de bate among historical linguists about how language change actually 

does occur, it is true that shifts must operate in such a way as to maintain comprehension. This 

could be via small gradual changes applied universally, a shift in a few words that eventually 

wins out a whole lexicon, or social pressures to speak or sign in such a way that effects a 

preferred social identity (Trask 2015). In an attempt to understand how variation can occur 

while maintaining comprehension, some spoken language phoneticians have asserted that 

certain features of a phoneme are less wont to change than others, though they have different 

explanations as to why. Stevens and Keyser (2009) assert that the articulation of a phoneme is 

based on certain "defIDing" features, and that variation can be explained by compensation in 

other areas (Stevens & Keyser 2009). 

It is possible, following that study, that SF is a defining feature in handshape in a sign. 

Aditi Lahiri and Henning Reetz (2002) posit that underlying phonemes can be 
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"underspecified" for certain features, so while, for eXaIllple, n might have surfaced in Latin, the 

underlying form was placeless nasal Nthat defaulted to alveolar, which is why it surfaced in 

daughter language Miogliola as lj,jl, or n depending on its environment (Lahiri & Reetz 2002). 

From that hypothesis, a handshape model for a cornmon Estonian and Latvian Sign could 

include the SF property and be underspecified for joint flexion, which would allow for 

variation in aperture while retaining meaning. Finally, Keating and Shattuck-Hufnagel (2002) 

suggest a phonological skeleton that is encoded on a prosodic level, which according to current 

theoretical models is processed before the phonemic level (Keating & Shattuck-Hufnagel 

2002). If the SF feature seems to be less apt to change, then it is possible that that shape is so 

salient that it is stored in the skeleton, on the prosodic level, and therefore generally fixed in 

the phonology of the sign. 

Whatever the most correct hypotheses may be for phonetics as a whole, based on the 

data I have encountered for this study, it is reasonable to consider the addition of SF to the 

features that carry relatively high phonetic weight, making them more resistant to variation. 

Should this be the case, and I aIll enthusiastic about future studies that would be able to take 

on this subject in far more detail; it in fact would strengthen my hypothesis. Variations in 

aperture, even when coupled with a change in bend or breadth, may render two handshapes 

similar, rather than different, especially when both signs maintain selected fmgers. 

II. Implications for Historical Shift 

As per this survey of core vocabulary, it does not appear that there is any loss or 

lessening of aperture across the two languages in a consistent or regular way, so an overall 

simplification of aperture in cognates is not at present a viable conclusion. However, allowing 

aperture to be a variable feature of a handshape that is easily gained, lost, or changed, allows 
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more room for similarity among signs. With the selected fingers remaining the same, following 

the conjecture that selected fmgers are very phonetically salient and therefore more impervious 

to change, it is likely that these observations would yield variation in related handshapes. To 

claim that Estonian and Latvian sign languages are related at all is still uncertain as it is unclear 

how sign languages disseminated in Eastern European countries during the Soviet Union, but 

aside from superficial impressions that the core lexicons are similar, signs with shared 

parameters displaying small variation in handshape while retaining 4 selected fingers suggests 

that these languages share a parent. 

III. Further Research 

Certainly this study could be broadened to the whole lexicon of Estonian and Latvian 

sign languages, which may still yield some sort of pattern of how aperture may behave cross

linguistically. I also have found no record of a traditional comparison of Estonian Sign and 

Latvian Sign across all four parameters, which would of course solidify evidence of their 

genetic relationship. Further, the addition of Russian Sign Language would be invaluable so as 

to examine a possible parent language alongside Estonian and Latvian. Regarding what has 

precipitated from this study about selected fingers, possibly the most exciting study that could 

stern from this would be a closer look at selected finger behavior across any two possibly 

related sign languages, with a focus on signs that select all 4 fmgers. 

Another possible loose end that has followed me through this study is the relationship 

of kinship signs and signs that are tied to gender in the Old French Sign Language family. I 

mentioned briefly the employment of B and S handshapes in the section on BROTHER, 

concluding that there is much more going on there than I could have addressed succinctly. An 

examination of B and S handshapes in kinship and gender signs could color in much more on 
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aperture and bend in this language family, given, as I mention in that section, their phonetic 

similarity. Much is left unanswered at the end of this thesis, yet I am glad to have opened all of 

these doors for further studies. It is my hope that eventually linguists will approach a 

sophisticated understanding of the mechanics and nuances of sign language variation, maybe in 

such a way that could fIll in gaps in our knowledge of spoken language variation and historical 

change. 

N. Conclusion 

Following this study, it is fair to claim that related signs Estonian and Latvian 

demonstrate variation in handshape, for some of which is variation in aperture. Acknowledging 

aperture as a relatively highly variable feature by isolating near-minimal pairs, with the 

understanding that variation in feature might have conflated with other features, like bend or 

spread, allows for a more forgiving interpretation of comparable handshapes. This room for 

further inspection sparks hope of establishing a standard by which handshapes can be 

evaluated for improved accuracy of sign language comparison as a whole. At present there is 

no reason to assume that Estonian and Latvian sign language have a mother-daughter 

relationship, which is consistent with a lack of any trends of simplification from one language to 

another. Rather the evidence emerging through this handshape analysis, along with further 

questions about kinship terms, phonetic variation of iconic signs, and the preservation of 

selected fingers adds to hypothesis of their genetic relationship even without a full comparison 

of all four parameters. This study has raised significant questions about the heritage and spread 

of Eastern European sign languages, as well as the scope oflanguage variation, and has set 

some of the first steps towards a far greater understanding of the machinations of diachronic 

historical change in sign languages. 
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